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Purpose: To understand the value of kinesthetics/movement in the rehearsal, to review familiar 
kinesthetic strategies, to discovery new strategies that can be put into place quickly and easily.  
 
Frameworks:  

1. Benjamin Bloom (1913–1973)–3 Taxonomies (Psychomotor) 
2. Rudolf Laban (1879–1958)–Movement Analysis 
3. Emile Jaques-Dalcroze (1865–1950)–Eurhythmics 
4. Frederick M. Alexander (1869–1955)–Alexander Technique 

 
Why Movement? (What the research says.) 

1. Information/Skills In  
• Teaching/Instruction 

2. Information/Skills Out  
• Performance/Production 
• Assessment 

3. Process Aid  
• Physical prep/expenditure (warmups) 
• Mental prep/expenditure (engagement) 
• Classroom Management 

 
Specific Strategies (see PP pdf for additional info):  

1. Pantomime (relaxation, engagement) 
2. Eight-handed breath (body mapping,  
3. Wile E. Coyote Registration Slide 
4. Onsets and Releases 
5. Yoga Vowels (body mapping, assessment) 
6. Three Birds (vocal “color,” body mapping) 
7. Brain Breaks (engagement, socialization, focused attention, exercise) 
8. Vowel Hand Signs (assessment, body mapping, vowel unity) 
9. Internal Tactus (tempo, group unity, ownership) 
10. Laban 8 Efforts (GOLD MINE, expression, articulation, dynamics, etc.) 
11. Tractor Pull (energized legato singing at piano dynamics) 
12. Macro/Micro Beats (tempo, beat internalization) 
13. Choralography (memorization) 
14. ‘Round the Room (intonation, formations, listening) 
15. Pay the Puppy (connection of affect to expression, style) 
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Keemgz Your 

Choir on the MCove 

Physical movement adds life to choral music, both 

in rehearsal and in performance. Movement and 

music are closely related, and the relationship is 

symbiotic. It is natural to respond to an exciting, 

rhythmically alive choral selection with physical 
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movement such as foot tapping, 
head nodding, or finger snapping. 
Just as music can elicit a physical 
response on the part of the listener, 
physical movement of the singer in 
rehearsal can help to inject rhyth- 
mic life, a sense of phrasing, and 
dynamic variety into a choral selec- 
tion. 

It is not surprising that singing 
and physical movement traditional- 
ly have been united in forms like 
opera and musical theater. For cho- 
ral musicians, movement has been 
used effectively to facilitate the de- 
velopment of various musical con- 
cepts, to warm up the body and 
vocal apparatus, and to encourage 
musical understanding and expres- 
siveness. In the last fifteen to twen- 
ty years, movement also has been 
used to enhance the performance 
of choral music in schools and col- 
leges. 

Choral warm-ups 
When a baseball player prepares 

to take a turn at bat, he warms up 

while waiting on deck by taking 
practice swings, stretching mus- 
cles, and clearing the mind of dis- 
tractions. The act of swinging at the 
baseball requires concentration and 
muscular coordination. Singing re- 
quires similar muscular coordina- 
tion and control: The intake and 
outflow of air, the moment of sus- 
pension with air held in the lungs, 
the vibration of the vocal cords, and 
the articulation of sounds all re- 
quire dynamic motion. The proper 
basic stance for good singing in- 
volves an attitude of readiness for 
action, leaning slightly forward on 
the balls of the feet, comfortably 
erect in posture, and alert. The first 
and perhaps most basic way that 
movement can enhance the choral 
rehearsal is in the warm-up. 

Chorus members arrive at re- 
hearsal in varying degrees of readi- 
ness for the work at hand. It is 
helpful for singers to do some phys- 
ical exercises to warm up the mus- 
cles and clear the mind. As with any 
kind of choral warm-up, the exer- 
cises selected should have a pur- 
pose. 

One objective for prerehearsal 
warm-ups is to unify the chorus by 

encouraging the singers to think as 
an ensemble. A variety of physical 
movements can be used to create 
this sense of unity. Lead the group 
in echo-clapping the rhythm of 
some of the music to be rehearsed. 
Carefully monitor their efforts to 
ensure they are clapping as an en- 
semble. As they sing a warm-up 
exercise, ask the singers to walk in 
place to the steady beat-direct 
them to walk in the manner that the 
music dictates-discuss whether 
their steps should be light and 
springy or heavy and ponderous. 
With simple exercises like these, 
the conductor not only creates uni- 
ty in the group, but also begins to 
develop a sensitivity to style on the 
part of the choral singers. 

Other physical exercises may be 
used to encourage relaxation of un- 
desirable muscular tension. To pro- 
mote proper relaxation, direct stu- 
dents to rotate their heads in a 
smooth and regular fashion, first in 
one direction, then the other, nod- 
ding forward and stretching back. 
Have the singers massage each oth- 
er's shoulders and upper backs. Di- 
rect the students to shrug and ro- 
tate the shoulders. All of these exer- 
cises encourage relaxation in the 
neck and shoulder area. Good sing- 
ing requires diaphragmatic breath- 
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ing, dynamic and flexible energy in 
the abdominal area, and relaxation 
in the neck and throat. Have stu- 
dents raise their hands over their 
heads, inhale slowly, and then ex- 
hale in short spurts until the air in 
the lungs is exhausted to help to 
develop breath control and proper 
breathing technique. The raising of 
the hands will prevent undesirable 
shoulder action during the breath- 
ing process. Bending forward at the 
waist and swinging the arms will 
similarly help to minimize undesir- 
able raising and lowering of the 
shoulders and chest during breath- 
ing, and encourage the abdominal 
breathing conducive to good sing- 
ing. Using long tones in warm-ups 
can encourage singers to develop a 
sense of breath support, phrasing, 
and vowel unification. To facilitate 
this process, have students imagine 
they are holding a beach ball in 
their hands. As long tones are sung, 
they should imagine that the ball is 
continually inflating until their 
arms are spread apart and upwards. 
This kind of movement and imagery 
will promote breath support and a 
sense of expansion all the way to 
the end of the exercise. 

Movement techniques help the 
singer warm up both physically and 
mentally. Numerous additional ex- 
ercises may be devised. It should be 
stressed that although the term 
"warm-up" implies that these exer- 
cises are used exclusively at the 
beginning of rehearsal, they can be 
employed at any point to help solve 
a particular musical problem, or 
where the enthusiasm and alertness 
of the singers is waning. 

Developing sensitivity 
In addition to warming up the 

choral ensemble, movement can be 
used effectively during rehearsal to 
elicit desired musical responses 
and to illustrate musical ideas. Sup- 
pose one were teaching a composi- 
tion in which an important motif is 
passed from voice to voice. It can 
be quite challenging for a choir to 
give the important musical material 
appropriate prominence. One way 
to stimulate the group's thinking is 
to indicate that, as the motif is sung 
by the various voices, those singers 
are to stand, while those singing 

material of secondary importance 
should remain seated. This pro- 
vides a physical and visual rein- 
forcement of the desired musical 
effect. 

Another means of illustrating a 
musical idea through movement is 
to ask singers to conduct them- 
selves as they sing. If a particular 
beat pattern is demonstrated for 
them, their response will be struc- 
tured, creating a definite picture 
and feeling of the beats in each 
measure and their relative impor- 
tance. If you simply indicate to the 
singers that they should conduct 
themselves in an unstructured, 
phrasal manner, a different kind of 
response will be prompted in which 
the expressiveness and phrasing is 
emphasized. 

Snapping fingers, tapping feet, 
tapping the fingers of one hand 
lightly on the palm of the other, or 
even tapping the shoulder of a 
neighbor provide means of physi- 
cally reflecting the underlying pulse 
of a composition. Beyond the estab- 
lishment of a basic pulse, if one 
demands that the tapping be done 
in a particular style, a new level of 
musical sensitivity may be 
achieved. Provide specific informa- 
tion as to whether the tapping 
should be heavy, with a strong 
downward emphasis, or light, with 
an emphasis on the rebound. 

Starting together, building 
phrases, and ending together can 
present choral problems, particu- 
larly for inexperienced singers. 
Even if agreement is reached on the 
precise moment of attack or re- 
lease, the tone quality may suffer, or 
the intonation may waver as the 
tone is initiated or ended. These 
problems also may be remedied 
through the appropriate use of 
movement. Have the entire class 
hold the right hand out, palm up, 
and tap the fingers of the left hand 
upon it. Depending upon the tempo 
of the selection, the basic unit or 
subdivisions of the unit could be 
tapped. The character of a choral 
entrance may be completely 
changed by altering the height from 
which the left hand hits the right, 
the force with which one hand 
strikes the other, and the amount of 
rebound. To attain a floating quality 

as well as a precise release, strike 
the open palm of the right hand a 
light, glancing blow with the left, 
continuing upward with the left 
hand. If the cutoff is effected at the 
moment of impact, it is difficult not 
to maintain a floating quality in the 
sound, rather than the "lunge" that 
sometimes occurs at the moment 
the tone ends. 

The idea of using body move- 
ment to enhance musical under- 
standing was propounded by Emile 
Jaques-Dalcroze in the early part of 
this century. Eurhythmics is the as- 
pect of Dalcroze's method wherein 
movement is employed as a means 
of developing musical concepts. Ac- 
cording to Dalcroze, rhythm is 
movement, and each of music's ba- 
sic elements may be internalized by 
discovering physical movements 
that parallel musical events. The 
use of movement to develop sensi- 
tivity to choral music is based upon 
this same idea. Another methodolo- 
gy that has been used successfully 
in the choral setting to help singers 
understand the relationship of 
pitches to tonalities and to facilitate 
music reading is that of Zoltan Ko- 
daly. Movement in the form of hand 
signals plays a key role in this ap- 
proach to music education. This 
method is most successful when its 
use in the secondary school choral 
class represents the continuation 
and culmination of a process that 
began for the chorus members 
when they were in elementary 
school. Ensembles that are profi- 
cient in using syllables and hand 
signals have a useful tool for solv- 
ing a variety of choral problems. 

Rhythm, pitch, style, and expres- 
sion may all be taught effectively 
using movement as a teaching tool. 
For many choral directors, this may 
be the extent to which they feel that 
movement is useful. For others, 
however, movement represents not 
only a pedagogical device but an 
exciting means of enhancing the 
performance of choral music. 

Choralography/choreography 
Choralography and choreogra- 

phy represent two similar, though 
distinct, ways of using movement in 
choral performance. The term 
"choralography" was invented in 
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the early 1970s by Frank Pooler and 
Gail Shoup. According to Daniel 
Green, "choralography is move- 
ment, gesture, or pantomime that 
visually enhances the text or mood 
of a work during a choral perform- 
ance."' Choralography may be used 
by traditional choral ensembles. A 
relatively small proportion of re- 
hearsal time is devoted to move- 
ment and most selections in a given 
program may be performed with no 
movement at all. Through some- 
thing as simple as distinctive facial 
expressions, nuances of music and 
text are illuminated for the audi- 
ence in a visual way that comple- 
ments the aural presentation. For 
choralography to be successful, it 
must be used to enhance an already 
high-quality choral presentation. 
The addition of choralography to 
music that is trite or to a choral 
selection that has not been learned 
thoroughly will detract from rather 
than complement the presentation. 

Choralography is, by definition, 
subservient to the vocal presenta- 
tion of a musical selection. Some- 
thing as understated as having the 
choir bow their heads in unison at 
the conclusion of a pianissimo sec- 
tion of a sacred work can be highly 
dramatic. A gesture of the arms 
reaching upward and outward can 
convey the idea of supplication. 
Arms crossed in front of the singers 
face communicate fear or rejection. 

A number of contemporary cho- 
ral pieces have been written with 
specific movements, facial expres- 
sions, or gestures indicated in the 
score. Choralography also may be 
added to enhance the musical and 
textual nuances of any choral se- 
lection when the conductor feels it 
is appropriate. 

A step beyond choralography is 
the use of choreography in choral 
performance. Choreography differs 
from choralography in several re- 
spects. Larger movements are em- 
ployed to heighten the musical and 
entertainment effect. The visual as- 
pect of the performance becomes 
more nearly equal to the aural as- 
pect. Singing groups that use chore- 

1. Daniel Green, "Choralography: Expressive 
Movement for Choral Singing," The Choral Journal 
15, November 1984, 19. 

ography usually specialize in music 
with movement. These groups typi- 
cally use props, costumes, and stag- 
ing. As was the case with choralo- 
graphy, choreography will only be 
successful when added to a high- 
quality choral presentation-one 
that is musically interesting and 
produced with good breath support 
and the other essentials of good 
vocal technique. The choreography 
used by show choirs today ranges 
from simple to extremely complex. 

Good choreography is carefully 
matched to the music it accompa- 
nies. Large energetic movements 
are effective in up-tempo opening 
and closing numbers. An appropri- 
ate pose-seated or standing, per- 
haps in couples-with no move- 
ment might be most effective for a 
slow ballad. Presently, numerous 
compositions written specifically 
for show choirs are produced each 
year, often with detailed choreo- 
graphic instructions, accompani- 
ment tracks, and videocassettes to 
illustrate the appropriate move- 
ments. As with all choral music, 
there is a wide range of quality 
represented in the show choir mu- 
sic on the market today. 

Many beginning high school cho- 
ral directors are expected to direct 
a choreographed vocal ensemble. 
At many colleges and universities 
no instruction is provided concern- 
ing movement in choral perform- 
ance. Often, student ensemble 
members are an excellent source of 
choreographic ideas for the begin- 
ning teacher, particularly when a 
show choir has existed in a particu- 
lar setting for some time. It is also 
possible to draw upon professional 
or volunteer help in working with 
an ensemble. In any case, the idea 
that the movement must enhance 
the sound of the ensemble should 
be conveyed to the choreographer. 
As Rose Dwiggins has stated, "Care 
must be taken not to make the 
movements too active to allow for 
effective vocal production."2 Nu- 
merous classes and workshops that 
are now available during the school 
year and in the summer address 

2. Rose Reeves Dwiggins, "One Step at a Time for 
Show Choirs," Music Educators Journal 70, no. 6, 
February 1984, 42. 

specific issues related to show 
choirs, including choreography. 

All the right moves 
Music educators and child devel- 

opment specialists have recognized 
the value of using movement in 
music education for decades. The 
obvious enjoyment children show 
in movement-based musical activi- 
ties and the recent surge in the 
popularity of high school and uni- 
versity show choirs indicate that 
movement can be a means of help- 
ing young people of all ages better 
enjoy music. Participation in sing- 
ing coupled with movement can 
help increase confidence and cre- 
ate an esprit de corps that gives the 
singers a sense of pride and belong- 
ing, qualities especially important 
in the process of growing up. The 
extent to which movement is used 
in choral rehearsal and perform- 
ance is a decision that rests with 
the choral music teacher, and there 
are many factors specific to each 
instructional situation to consider. 
To exclude movement totally from 
choral music education would be 
impossible. Movement provides an 
effective tool in teaching, perform- 
ing, and responding to choral mu- 
sic, and offers educators another 
avenue in bringing music to life 
with their students. 
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The use of gesture techniques in children’s singing

MEI-YING LIAO
Ming Hsin University of Science and Technology, Taiwan
JANE W. DAVIDSON
University of Sheffield, UK

Abstract
The purpose of this study was to begin to explore the link of gesture and voice when
teaching children and to examine how the children used these gestures in singing. Semi-
structured interviewing techniques and observation were used extensively to collect
information from the respondents. Five children were asked to participate in this preliminary
work individually. The results demonstrated that there was a link between children’s singing
voice and their use of gesture by observing the Dalcrozian mirror and follow games. The
functions of gestures could be defined as being for focus, guidance, support, good
intonation and sensation. In addition, some specific teaching techniques were required for
achieving a more effective gesture and a more successful sound. Gesture techniques helped
the children to improve their vocal techniques and correct their vocal faults. This study
opened the field for the full study of gesture in aiding children’s singing.

Key words
Dalcroze, movement, music education, vocal technique

Introduction

As far back as the classical Greek writings on music, an intimate link between musical sound
and bodily movement has been discussed (Barker, 1989). In recent decades, cognitive and
music psychologists have become interested in discovering the relationship between
performance and bodily movement. In Davidson’s work (1991, 1993, 1994, 1997), a series
of explicit studies into bodily movement during performance showed a significant link
between movement and performance. By observing a pianist in two performances, the
results showed the expected relationship between the movement size and expression; for
example, the more intense the expressive intention, the larger the movement (Davidson,
1994, 2001). In other words, bodily movement reflects the performer’s musical expression.
Similarly, Clarke and Davidson (1998) undertook two case studies of a pianist and found
there were some expressive gestures for particular musical meanings. Body movement plays
a vital role in performance, which can help determine the interpretation of the musical
expression through the performer’s conception of the musical structure.
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The use of motions and gestures has become a critical part of performing art in classical
opera or stage singing (Ehmann, 1968; Liao, 2005). Body movement and gesture are
regarded not only as the physical support of the singing process, but also play an important
role in expressing emotion (Davidson, 2001; Davidson & Coimbra, 2001; Liao, 2005). It can
be observed that opera singers tend to open their arms gradually when singing a final long
note. This supports Davidson’s (2001) suggestion that gesture not only helps vocal
expression but also helps to support and sustain the singing voice. Therefore, gesture might
serve another function in facilitating vocal technique. More precisely, the strong interrelation
of voice and gesture can be easily discovered through some actions. For instance, the louder
the voice, the more forceful the gesture, and the softer the voice, the gentler the gesture.
The degree of vibrato used is also reflected in the gesture. For instance, singers tend to open
their arms gradually while singing a crescendo passage and close their arms gradually while
singing a decrescendo one.

During the past quarter-century, research on the use of movement as a rehearsal instruc-
tion technique has been ardently discussed and its practice has become more widespread
(Apfelstadt, 1985; Aylen, 1998; Caldwell, 1995; Chagnon, 2001; Ehmann, 1968; Gordon,
1975; Henke, 1984, 1990; Hibbard, 1994; Hylton, 1987; Liao, 2002; McCoy, 1986; Weaver,
1977; Wis, 1993, 1999). Some choral directors use it as the primary rehearsal approach,
whereas others use it as a supplemental method. For the majority, the idea of adopting
movement in the choral context was influenced by Dalcroze Eurhythmics, which is a method
to study and experience musical elements through movement. The Dalcroze Eurhythmics is
based on the premise that rhythm may be found in the natural rhythms of the human body
(Choksy, Abramson, Gillespie, & Woods, 1986, p. 27). There are three branches of this
method: rhythmics, solfège and improvisation. Rhythmics explores the time–space–energy
relationship of body movements, solfège emphasizes pitch training and harmony, and
improvisation is concerned with manipulating the musical elements, especially at the key-
board. Travelling through space with the whole body apparently helps students to develop
kinesthetic imagination and kinesthetic (muscular) memory, which are regarded as very
important abilities in learning music. In particular, singing is a physical activity of the whole
body, which needs to be trained.

In addition to the Dalcroze approach, Kodály’s method is also popular in choral singing.
Kodály’s solfa combined with hand signs provides a visualization in space of the high–low
relationship between the notes being sung (Choksy, 1999). Through kinesthetic sensation,
tonal memory is both quickly accomplished and more secure. Apfelstadt (1988) believed
that using hand signs to indicate levels is an effective strategy for reinforcing intervallic
feeling and enhancing pitch perception in the context of vocal development. Steeves (1985)
also found that children who use hand signs identify intervals more quickly and correctly
than children who do not. Showing the pitch by gesture has been proven to improve
students’ melodic progression (Langness, 1997; Mueller, 1993; Phillips, 1992). Therefore,
the application of hand signs or gesture to singing development is regarded as an invaluable
approach.

The application of gesture techniques to choral singing has been examined in the
doctoral theses of Chagnon (2001), Hibbard (1994), Liao (2002) and Wis (1993). They all
believe gesture and movement help to transfer an overt activity into an imagined activity.
That is, something experienced in the body, through a gesture or movement, can be stored
in the memory and internalized so that it can be drawn upon at a later time to recall the
physical sensations without the individual actually having to make the gesture. The
researchers discovered that gestures did help the singers to have motor sensations, which
assisted in the development of sound sensation, improving vocal technique as a result
(Apfelstadt, 1984, 1985; McKinney, 1994). Shehan (1987) and Taylor (1989) believed that
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a gesture and physical movement promote musical memory. In applying gesture technique,
singers use their gestures to make the kinesthetic imagery into a kind of picture for the
process of developing musical memory, which improves singing ability.

For rehearsal efficiency, Aylen (1998), Chagnon (2001), Hibbard (1994), Liao (2002) and
Wis (1993) describe the advantages of using gestures; for example, improving singers’
concentration and group dynamics, saving rehearsal time, creating an active choral environ-
ment and a positive rehearsal atmosphere. For singers and directors also, the use of gesture
is described as being of benefit; for instance, it is easy to establish a common language
between singers and directors, as gesture provides visual assessment for conductors and
makes the singing easier. To summarize, the principles for the application of movement in
choral singing are as follows: (1) gesture conveys what words cannot; (2) kinesthetic
experience facilitates learning; (3) gesture promotes musical memory; and (4) gesture as a
metaphor aids music learning.

The work mentioned above has summarized, categorized and analysed several gestures
to correct certain singing faults and facilitate singing; for example, intonation, tone quality,
articulation. Generally speaking, a gesture may serve several purposes. For instance, a simple
circular hand gesture can be used to improve intonation, enhance flow, encourage an open
throat and lift the soft palate. The main functions of these gestures are used to improve
vocal technique and to correct vocal faults. They fall into two broad categories based on
their functions:

1. Direct: the gesture is a direct description of the sensation of the sound, serving as a
metaphor. The majority of these gestures are for improving motor image, tone quality
and expression, such as circling for legato, and pointing for vocal maintenance and focus.

2. Indirect: the gesture has a less direct effect on a vocal line. The main functions of these
gestures are for correcting the faults in voice or motor images, for example simply
lifting the hand in order to raise a flattened song tone (Liao, 2002, p. 22).

The previous work mentioned has provided insight into the clarification of some gestures
and movement for particular vocal techniques, but fewer specific sources exist examining
how children master vocal techniques through voice and gesture and put them together in
singing. It appears that no specific study exists that traces how children learn the gestures
in developing their voice and singing skills. Therefore, the current study focuses on children’s
singing in order to specify how particular gestures can be developed to enhance children’s
motor images, making singing easier. 

A qualitative study was carried out to gain more information about how children were
perceived to have used gesture in singing. This investigation may be regarded as being of a
preliminary nature. The purposes of this study were:

1. to explore the relationship between voice and gesture/movement;

2. to examine the gesture techniques for children’s singing;

3. to examine the functions of using gesture in singing.

Method

As a first step towards understanding how children might perceive and respond to gesture
and singing, it was decided to work intensively with a small number of students and so
obtain qualitative data from them. Semi-structured interviewing techniques and observation
were used extensively to collect information from the respondents. Five children aged either
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10 or 11 years were randomly selected to take part in the study. They were interviewed
individually. All of them had a positive attitude towards music but no special training in
singing, movement, dance or gymnastics.

One experienced voice and movement teacher served as the interviewer. The interviewer
is the researcher. She has 10 years of professional experience working with the age group
studied. The interviews all took place in the Music Department of Sheffield University, UK. In
order to observe interviewees’ gestures and movement, video and audio recordings were
made of the interviews. The children showed that they were not afraid of performing in
front of the video camera. The open style of the interview allowed the children to discuss
and express their experiences of using gestures and to create their movements. In addition,
they were asked to show some gestures for particular vocal patterns. Each interview took
approximately one hour.

The interview was divided into three sections: (1) mirror game; (2) follow game; and (3)
creating gestures for particular vocal patterns. Figure 1 shows the method of data collection,
content and analysis.

Mirror game

Four basic types of Dalcroze rhythm are quick reaction, follow, replacement and canon. A
mirror exercise (Dalcrozian follow game) was chosen for the physical warm-up and for the
observation of the relation between voice and gesture. In order to demonstrate what to do
next, the children were asked to copy the interviewer’s movement and later the voice of the
experimenter, who also acted as the leader. Subsequently, the children were asked to create
their own gestures and to vocalize a sound for the interviewer to copy. Through the
mirroring game, subtle gestures and sounds were explored.

Follow game

A Dalcrozian follow game was designed to explore the relationship between the children’s
movement and voice. In the beginning, the children were asked to follow the interviewer’s
movements (travelling in space) and then imitate the voice accompanying with movement.
Afterwards, they were asked to explore their own movements and voice. In other words,
they made sound with movement spontaneously. The main observation was drawn from
children’s spontaneous movements while making sound.
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Figure 1 Data collection, content and analysis.
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Creating gestures for particular vocal patterns

In order to understand how children described sound by gesture and how they mastered
vocal techniques through voice and gesture, seven popular vocal warm-up patterns (see Table
1) were used for a singing task in the final section of the interview. The children described the
patterns, which were provided by the interviewer, by using gestures and then applied them
to singing. The interviewer provided the suggested gestures in order to establish which
gesture the children found was best and to explore their accounts for why it was most
effective. All the suggested gestures were drawn from those that proved effective in Wis’s
(1993) and Hibbard’s (1994) theses. This section also involved discussion with the children.

Analysis of the data collected from this study began with a review of the videotapes. The
full video data from the sections of mirror, follow and creating gestures for particular vocal
patterns were reviewed and transcribed. Field notes were also made from the interview
discussions. Gestures and movements were identified, described and analysed by the same
two experienced evaluators. The main focus of analysis was to explore the link between
gesture/movement and voice. The content of the analysis for gesture/movement and voice
are shown in Table 2.
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Table 1 Seven popular vocal patterns and their suggested gestures

Vocal pattern Suggested gesture
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m i a

u

u

i a i

Pushing

Raising hand

Side swinging

Ear side circling

Gathering

Flicking

Swinging side to side
Pushing down and releasing

e i

i a



The interview transcription of the final section focused on (1) how gesture aided
children’s singing; (2) how children described the particular vocal pattern with gesture; and
(3) if any special techniques were needed for improving the quality of gesture. The
transcription of the interview discussions was used for examining the functions of using
gesture in singing. It was assumed that better gesture quality would result in a more
successful voice. Therefore, the analysis of gesture quality was the main focus of the final
section. The criteria for judging gesture quality include body efficiency (balance and control,
alignment, centredness, grounding and coordination), mastery of gesture technique
(gesture accuracy, expression, flow and ease in performance, flexibility), and coordination of
voice and gesture (blending voice with gesture, time–space). The video tapes were
repeatedly reviewed, described and analysed by the two experienced evaluators. The gesture
quality was evaluated first, then the children’s singing was described. The link between
gesture quality and singing performance was then compared. For a successful gesture some
techniques were found to be necessary.

Results

After the interviewer analysed and observed the movements and gestures, and analysed the
interview transcripts, the link between voice and gesture/movement was explored.

The link between voice and gesture/movement

The main aim of the mirror and shadow games in the interviews was to observe how the
children accompany body movement and gesture with voice, and vice versa. The following
list shows the relationships between children’s gestures and voice that emerged in the
exercises and were observed in the analysis:

1. The level of the hands reflected the height of the pitch. For example, above the head
(top) for high notes; for low notes children bent forwards to touch their toes.

2. The direction of hand movement reflected the melodic contour and emotional state.
For example, pushing hands down for descending and sad; rising hands for ascending
and happy.

3. The size of movement reflected the different dynamic levels. For example, bigger
movement for a louder voice; a smaller movement for a softer voice.

4. The distance of the palms of the hands reflected the tone quality. For example, clasped
hands for a narrow sound; open arms and palms for a broad sound.

5. The continuity of movement reflected the articulation. For example, continuous and
smooth movement for legato; discontinuous movement for staccato.
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Table 2 The content of analysis for gesture/movement and voice

Gesture and movement Characteristics of voice

Hand level Pitch level
Direction of hand moving Melodic contour and emotional state
Size of movements Dynamic levels
Distance of palms and weight Tone quality
Continuity of movement Articulation



6. The weight of movement reflected the quality of sound. For example, heavy movement
for dark and broad sound; light movement for light and ringing sound. Sometimes the
children performed heavy or light movement by pretending to be animals. For instance,
they moved like an elephant, which resulted in a heavy and loud sound.

Gesture technique

Although gestures helped the children to sing better most of the time, not every gesture was
successful in improving the voice or correcting vocal faults. Thus it seems that an effective
gesture demands some prerequisites. From detailed observation and analysis, the following
techniques were found to produce more effective gestures for vocal output:

Verbal imagery, direction and feedback
Sometimes, verbal imagery accompanying the gesture made it more effective, resulting in a
better sound, for example: ‘imagine you are pulling a piece of elastic from a relaxed to a
tight position. You have to imagine that the sound is inside the elastic, which you must make
as straight and as tense as possible.’ This helped the children to feel a sensation, thus
making the sound more vibrant. In addition to verbal imagery, giving some vocal directions
(e.g. ‘Look at your hands, pulling away as slow as possible, keep the last note as long as
possible as well’) and feedback (e.g. ‘Good! The voice goes straight and forward’) also
produced better results because most of the children did not have an idea about what kind
of sound they needed to produce. Through verbal imagery and directions, the children
seemed to gain a clearer picture of the quality of sound they needed to make.

Concentration and eye focus were requirements for certain gestures
Some gestures improved the focus of tone, such as ‘pointing’ and ‘pulling’, which needed
more concentration to undertake than ‘swinging’. Therefore, looking at the hand gestures
in order to focus on tone and even scales can help, especially for sustaining the last long
note, which needs more concentration. From the observations, most of the children could
not sustain long notes because they were lacking a good focus or mental concentration.

The time–space of gesture with voice
The gesture seemed not to be effective unless the time–space of the gesture and voice
matched. Time–space here is defined as an effective match of the gesture length and pace
and the exact note. For example, when singing the 1–8–1 sliding, 1 (fingers interlaced and
palms facing down, placed in front of the chest – relax)–8 (pushing hands down)–1 (back
slowly). Figure 2 shows the effective and ineffective time–space; if the children made a
movement that was pushing faster than their voice, it created a throaty vocal sound on the
top note and constricted the sound of the last note. Generally, the children were unable to
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Figure 2 The effective and ineffective time–space of voice and gesture for octave sliding.
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manage the sensation of stretching and sliding for the big jump. From observing the
children, all of them had a habit of doing the gesture faster than their sound. It could be
argued that their gesture therefore reflected their air status.

The direction of hand gestures
It appeared that tone quality depended on the shape of the hand gestures. An effective
gesture depended on a correct direction of hand gesture. For example, 2.5 times circling for  

It is a well-established singing technique (Mckinney, 1994; Phillips, 1992) that lifting the
soft palate is important at the onset of singing in order to produce an ideal sound.
According to the acoustic analysis, it looks as if a clockwise movement seemed to create a
comfortable, smooth and round sound (effective direction). Conversely, a counter-clockwise
movement seemed to create a ‘throaty’ and constricted sound, especially on the first notes
(ineffective direction).

The placement of hand level at the onset
Hand height was very important for a good beginning. Placing hands too low for high notes
appeared here to give a ‘throaty’ and heavy sound. Therefore, it seems vital for the
conductor/director to show the performers where to start.

The demonstration of gestures
From the observation, the children were sometimes unable to copy gestures correctly, for
example ‘circling’ and ‘flicking’, because the conductor/director did not show the gestures
in an appropriate way (i.e. the reverse of the gesture she wanted the children to perform).
As a result, the children drew the circle backwards instead of forwards. Therefore, it seems
that when teachers demonstrate gestures, they need to be careful. For some gestures such
as ‘pulling’, ‘pushing’ or ‘swinging’ it might be necessary for the conductor/director to face
the singers; in ‘pointing’, ‘circling’ or ‘flicking’ it might be better for the conductor/director
to demonstrate to the singers at a 45-degree angle. Alternatively, the conductor/director
might be best to demonstrate the gesture by facing the singers and giving a verbal
instruction as well, for example ‘draw a line forwards’ or ‘pull something towards you’.

Effective direction Ineffective direction

Figure 3 An example of an effective and an ineffective gesture direction.

the vocal pattern of



More practice to produce better effect
Gestures were not always effective at the start of examples and exercises. It was observed
that children made a better sound through practising the gesture. In this sense, it seems
necessary for directors to correct singers’ gestures in rehearsals.

Expressive gesture causes expressive sound
Only when the children were able to concentrate and experience the sensation of the
gestures could their gestures become expressive. It was observed that the children per-
formed better in voice and gesture and had more expressive gestures when moving than
standing on one spot. It might be that movement activities make them feel at ease and thus
more able to imagine something (for instance, ‘imagine you are walking in a beautiful forest
like a mouse’) and, therefore, result in a more expressive voice and gesture.

Functions of gesture in the assistance of children’s singing

The following section explores how gesture seemed to help the children in their singing. The
five children all stated that gesture helped them sing more confidently. In addition, they also
noticed a difference between singing with and without gesture. Most of the time, they
preferred using gesture and felt that gesture helped them, but at one point one of the
children said:

I think without gesture is better because I don’t need to do two things at the same time.
(Child 3)

This indicates that there could be a potential difficulty in coordinating two tasks. But all the
children stated during the interview that gestures helped them to sing better. Generally
speaking, then, the results of the study suggest that the functions of gestures could be
defined as described below.

For focus
Gestures helped the children to focus on their tone when they looked at their hands:

Having something to look at helped me to focus on the sound. If I had something to look
at, then I could focus better. I felt like I don’t have a focus without gestures. (Child 3)

It was observed that most of the gestures (e.g. circling, pulling, pointing) have the
function of aiding children to focus on the tone.

For guidance
Gestures acted as a guide, helping to direct the voice and to produce the shape or quality
that was required:

The gesture is like a guide. It makes you sing straight or in a circle. I know how to sing with
gesture because I taught myself how to sing. (Child 5)

It tells me what the sound should be like and what sound I need to make. (Child 1)

Without gesture, you have nothing. If you’ve got a gesture you can follow it. (Child 3)

One of the children described the gesture as his teacher. He said: ‘with this gesture
(bouncing), it helps me to sing. In other words, my body teaches me how to sing.’
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For support
Gestures helped to give support to the children’s tone, especially for the final sustained note:

My hands give me support and tell me where to go. (Child 2)

If I do this [using a gesture as though pulling a piece of string in different directions – up
and down], it helps give me support so I can keep the last note longer. (Child 5)

With a ‘give you’ gesture, I felt more supported. (Child 3)

For tuning
It was observed that gesture helped the children’s pitch accuracy. A simple gesture such as
circling or pointing had a very positive effect on sound projection and reaching the correct
pitch. One of the children, unable to carry a tune most of the time (and at the age when his
voice was changing), said that gesture helped him to reach the right notes and made his
voice stable. He said:

. . . I don’t know what’s happened. When I use gestures, I can reach the tone. My throat is
comfortable as well. (Child 2)

For sensation
Gestures gave the children physical sensations so they could make a better, more expressive
sound:

Movement and gesture give the sensation of sound. When I lift my heels up and down, I
will have the feeling of rhythm. (Child 3)

It helps me to blend the voice and gives me a sensation. When they mix together, then I let
them go. So when you sing, then it is easier to come out. It also helps with your expression.
(Child 4)

With gesture, I have some feeling of the sound. Without gesture, then there is no sensation.
(Child 5)

Discussion

The results of this exploratory study re-invoke previously held views that there is an intimate
relationship between voice and gesture/movement and that children can use gesture to
facilitate their singing. Thus, in order to achieve a more successful voice, gesture techniques
could be used beneficially during practice for children. Indeed, through observation, the
children’s body movement and gesture reflected the voice quality – the size of movement
reflects the different dynamic levels and the continuity of movement reflects the articulation.
This is supported by Barker (1989) and Davidson (1991, 1993, 1994, 1997), who have
proposed an intimate link between the type of musical sound achieved and the type of
bodily movement used.

Although gesture technique has a positive effect in aiding singing, and most children love
to use it, not all of the children felt comfortable about using gesture while singing. This
might be a challenge for teachers to overcome. Findings from the interviews suggested that
metaphor played an important role for the children in perceiving the sound, especially for
the melody contour and dynamics. For example, the children moved their hands from top
to bottom when describing the descending passages. Obviously, metaphor has been
discussed as being an important point in perceiving and creating music (Lakoff & Johnson,
1980; Wis, 1993). Showing the pitch by gesture has been proved to improve students’
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melodic progression (Langness, 1997; Mueller, 1993; Phillips, 1992). Although metaphor
helps children to understand abstract concepts (such as tone quality) and perceive pitch or
melody more successfully, Greenhead (2002) argued that not all the gestures function as
metaphor; furthermore, it may not always work well in developing sensations needed for
vocal techniques. For example, the children in this study tended to describe a long note by
opening arms – that is a metaphor. But the opening arms applied in singing often caused a
serious spreading of the tone and throaty sound. In this case, metaphorical technique does
not always work at improving the vocal technique, but it does help children to understand
the concepts of music such as dynamic and melodic contour better. Langness (1997) also
pointed out that when students use hand signs to indicate a high note by gesturing above
their necks and heads, it often results in an inefficient rising of the larynx and squeezing of
the vocal folds. Thus, the current results suggest that it might be important to develop pitch
perception in the first stage of learning by adapting a highly metaphorical technique, but
this may not be sufficient at a later stage for developing art singing. So, developing an
appropriate gesture to usefully build on individuals’ natural tendencies seems to be a very
important first step.

Previous studies focus on developing the functions of gesture in improving vocal sound.
Nevertheless, the gesture techniques are less discussed and explored. It was observed that
some specific gesture techniques were required in order to make a more successful voice
during the interviews. Given verbal imagery or verbal directions in an appropriate situation,
the children could sing better. Wis (1993) has shown a positive result when using verbal
imagery with gesture. According to Funk’s (1982) findings, verbal imagery is an especially
effective force when vocal skills are lacking. Furthermore, it might be necessary to provide
some verbal guide (such as ‘focus on your index finger’) or feedback (‘yes, keep the vocal
focus’) to accompany the verbal imagination because the beginner singer has a weak sense
about what constitutes a good voice. This point is regarded as an important factor to
achieve successful singing, which was also proposed by Welch (1985).

From the current investigation, it appears, first, that the main requirement of a gesture
is its quality. And, second, the voice must blend with the gesture (coordination of gesture
and voice). According to the interview findings, the time–space of gesture with vocals, the
position of each note in the pitch progression, the direction of hand gestures and the
placement of hand level at the onset were the most important points for creating an
effective voice by gesture. This was supported by Hibbard’s (1994) study, which emphasized
the importance of the direction of gesture. Therefore, the gesture is not always naturally
effective but needs some techniques. This indicated that the conductor/director needs to
explore her own gesture use and understanding as fully as possible prior to developing a
further study.

According to feedback from the children, the gestures helped them in many ways. They
helped to focus the tone, to guide the singing, to support the vocal line, to carry a better
tone and to give a sensation of the sound. Therefore, it looks as if gesture might be a good
way to facilitate children’s singing.

There was a special case in this interview; one of the children could not carry a tune.
Through gesture, he gradually produced the correct tune and even a better sound. Because
he was at the age of changing voice, it meant that his voice was not stable all the time.
However, he managed to produce a stable sound by supporting it with gestures. In other
words, the gesture seemed to give him a focus.
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Conclusion

This study has shown a strong link between voice and movement/gesture and makes a
strong case to support the existing literature on the role of movement and gesture and its
potential for training children to sing. It is very important that teachers know the purpose
of each gesture for a particular sound when they are using this kind of gesture technique,
so that the gesture can be effective.

Based on the results of this study, several conclusions about using gesture as a training
tool for children’s singing are drawn:

1. A teacher’s verbal direction and demonstration of the gesture should be clear and
accurate. In particular, some gestures may need a different position (facing the children
or standing at a different angle). For example, a good way to demonstrate circling is a
45-degree turn, even with the teacher’s back to the children, otherwise it is easy for the
children to produce a counter-clockwise circling and cause an entirely different effect.

2. Proper feedback is necessary. In particular, verbal imagery is helpful to confirm their
gesture correction, especially for the children who have less singing experience.

3. Proper modification of the singer’s gesture is necessary to obtain optimal vocal effects.
One of the advantages of using gesture is that it provides visual assessment for the
teachers to quickly pick up which students have not understood the sensation or how
much they have done in order to produce the correct sound.

4. Some basic techniques are necessary for an effective gesture. For example, a correct
gestural direction, size, position and time–space.

These points suggest that the conductor/director of the current investigation can now move
forwards to begin to develop further and refine the Dalcrozian principles to develop a
thorough and child-friendly gestural vocabulary to aid young children’s singing techniques.
Although of a preliminary nature, this investigation has provided a critical first systematic
study of how gesture and voice interact, and this has many existing implications for further
research.
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Music and movement have been said to be inextricably 
linked (Abril, 2011). This relationship has been 
recognized by music educators who have championed the 
use of movement in their educational philosophies (Abril, 
2011; Choksy, 1981; Mead, 1986). Movement has been 
associated with music elements, such as beat entrainment 
and other rhythmic elements (Conway et al., 2014), pitch 
and intonation (Brunkan, 2016; Liao & Davidson, 2007); 
and cognitive elements, such as executive function, 
sensorimotor entrainment, memory (Maróti et al., 2019); 
as well as aesthetic elements, such as music expression 
and emotional understanding (Wis, 1993). Many 
phenomenological beliefs have existed among music 
educators, conductors, and voice teachers about the use 
of movement to elicit certain technical or expressive 
elements from their students (Jost, 2011). Specific 
movements, or gestures, have long been employed to aid 
musicians in the rehearsal process or to guide musicians 

to a better performance under the gestural direction of a 
conductor.

The purpose of this review of literature was to explore 
intersections between movement, gesture, and singing 
with a goal of better understanding the effects of move-
ment and gesture on singing. For the purposes of this lit-
erature review, movement has been defined as physical 
processes that occur in the creation of or the response to a 
music stimulus (Abril, 2011), and gesture has been 
defined as intentional physical movement to express a 
desired music outcome to others or to illustrate a concept 
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Implications

•• Research has shown that the usage of movement by an ensemble can contribute positively to music 
outcomes and to rehearsal and performance experiences. Teachers may want to try incorporating 
intentional movement activities into their rehearsals.

•• Research has exposed intersections between movement, music, and emotion. Music teachers may find 
that movement training will improve their use of movement as an educational and conducting tool.

•• Research has found that movement activities in rehearsal increase ensemble engagement and 
understanding. These activities can create lasting links between concepts; therefore, teachers may find 
movement and gesture exercises to be effective in their own rehearsals.

Abstract
The purpose of this review of literature was to explore intersections between movement and gesture, and to examine 
their effects on singing. Music educators have long championed the integration of movement into music instruction. 
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pulse, and tone quality. The incorporation of movement activities into choral rehearsals has shown a significant level 
of perceived benefits by singers. The conducting gesture as a form of aesthetic movement has also been examined. 
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of technique, expression, or performance in rehearsal 
(Brunkan, 2015; Novack et al., 2016).

Method
I examined the intersections between movement, gesture, 
individual singing, and choral singing for this review of 
literature. Emphasis was placed on studies that attempted 
to demonstrate relationships between the implementation 
of movement or gesture and elements of vocal perfor-
mance. Conducting, as a gestural art and a demonstration 
of aesthetic movement, was also considered through the 
experience of both conductor and singer. Planned move-
ment to accompany music (i.e., choreography) and spon-
taneous movement inspired by music were not considered 
in this review of literature. Although both could affect 
vocal production, they are not commonly thought of as 
ways to improve vocal performance. In addition, con-
ducting pedagogy and conductor training research were 
not considered.

I used targeted database searches for studies to include 
in this review using search terms related to movement 
(e.g., “movement,” “gesture,” “conducting,” and 
“Laban”) and singing (e.g., “singing,” “vocal,” “voice,” 
“choral,” and “chorus”) with a goal of finding informa-
tion that would aid practicing music teachers in develop-
ing tools for instruction. Studies identified in these 
database searches were included in this review, including 
journal articles, doctoral dissertations, and master’s the-
ses; additional sources were also included that were found 
in the reference lists of previously identified studies.

Relationships Between Music and 
Movement

Movement and Music Education
Music has been said to elicit physical responses in people 
(Hylton, 1987). Understanding movement, whether for 
its own sake or for representative purposes, can lead to a 
more complete understanding of how human beings 
interpret physical action (Novack et al., 2016). The build-
ing of motor skills has been found to be an important ele-
ment in the normal development of humans (McLeod, 
2018), and bodily based learning can be incorporated into 
education (Wis, 1993). Just as music skills tend to develop 
sequentially, so do motor skills. Education in movement 
can not only give children a movement vocabulary but 
also tools to create movement from their own imagina-
tions (Choksy, 1981).

Émile Jaques-Dalcroze (1865–1950) was a leading 
figure in music education and a proponent of the strong 
links between music and movement (Abril, 2011). A 
Swiss music educator, Dalcroze began advocating for 

reform in music education as early as 1905. Frustrated by 
his students’ inability to understand the way music oper-
ated in space, Dalcroze observed students responding to 
music with spontaneous movement. These movements 
became the foundation for the Dalcroze method (Mead, 
1986). He invented music exercises that linked music and 
movement and encouraged his students to have aware-
ness of their whole body while engaging in music activi-
ties (Anderson, 2011). The Dalcroze method has four 
basic principles: (a) perceiving and responding to music; 
(b) developing an inner sense of music (e.g., inner aural 
sense and inner muscular sense); (c) sharpening com-
munication between the ear, eye, body, and mind; and 
(d) developing a repertoire of aural and kinesthetic 
images that are associated with traditional music nota-
tion (Mead, 1986).

Dalcroze believed that the responsibility of music edu-
cation was to integrate the use of the whole body in per-
ception and performance of music. This belief contrasted 
with what he observed as music arrhythmy, or the lack of 
music expression. The fusion of body awareness and 
music would be the opposite—eurhythmy (Daley, 2013). 
Dalcroze also believed that rhythm is movement and that 
by discovering movements analogous to music events, 
music would become internalized (Hylton, 1987). Seitz 
(2005) noted that “the orchestration of the body involves 
the concatenation of bodily gestures, the juxtaposition 
and opposition of bodily movements in relation to emo-
tional attitudes, as well as the use of immobility (i.e., rest) 
and silence” (p. 423). Dalcroze eurhythmics has been 
said to involve the development of the inner muscular 
sense as a sixth sense (Mead, 1986). Choral conductors 
with Dalcroze training were interviewed about the inter-
sections of the Dalcroze method and choral conducting 
by Daley (2013). The Dalcroze method applied to the 
choral context in developing skills (e.g., vocal, aural, 
kinesthetic, ensemble, and literacy), in preparing the 
body to perform as both a conductor and singer, and to 
transfer these concepts to an increased connection 
between singing/conducting and the benefits to the 
whole person, including mental acuity, self-actualization, 
self-awareness, and self-confidence.

Other influential figures in music education have also 
placed an emphasis on movement. Zoltán Kodály’s 
(1882–1967) method of music education emphasized 
movement using games, dances, and improvisation 
(Choksy, 1981). John Curwen (1816–1880) and Sarah 
Glover (1785–1867) created hand signs paired with the 
tonic sol-fa system (Colles, 2008). These hand signs were 
given further meaning when pitch was related to a vertical 
spatial plane by Kodály (Hylton, 1987). The German 
composer and music educator, Carl Orff (1895–1982) also 
advocated the value of movement in his Orff-Schulwerk 
approach. He believed that music and movement were 
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closely linked, not only in the learning process, but also in 
children’s natural responses to the world around them 
(Abril, 2011).

Understanding and Defining Movement
Rudolf Laban (1879–1958) was a dancer, choreographer, 
artist, and theorist. He has been cited as the father of 
modern dance (Preston-Dunlop, n.d.). He defined four 
core elements of movement: Flow, Weight, Space, and 
Time. Laban also created Eight Effort Elements to dem-
onstrate his theories (Billingham, 2001). These elements 
were used to create the first system for documenting 
movement, which was called Laban Movement Analysis 
(LMA) or Labanotation (Conway et al., 2014). LMA has 
been one of the primary methods of recording dance 
movements (Preston-Dunlop, n.d.). LMA and Laban’s 
approach have been used in several studies of conducting. 
Gambetta (2005) applied training in Laban techniques as 
a treatment for four conductors. Their posttreatment per-
formances were analyzed by both LMA experts and 
expert conductors. Both sets of experts agreed that the 
LMA training contributed positively to the conductors’ 
effectiveness. In another study, undergraduate conductors 
received training in Laban techniques and LMA was 
found to have merit as a training tool at that level as well 
(Yontz, 2001). In his research of intersections between 
dance pedagogy and conducting pedagogy, Schlomer 
(2012) found that many conducting methods and texts 
misinterpreted Laban’s work and were antithetical to the 
principles of dance pedagogy.

Laban’s interest in efficient movement was shared 
with Moshé Feldenkrais (1904–1984), an Israeli physicist 
and martial artist. Feldenkrais believed in teaching peo-
ple to find their personal best way of being. Exploring the 
body’s most efficient movement and emphasizing the 
needs of the individual rather than adhering to a strict 
form are music applications for the Feldenkrais method. 
The process of singing or playing an instrument has been 
said to be an organic movement experience where layers 
of knowledge are constantly being applied (Lee, 2018). 
Paparo (2016) wrote that the Feldenkrais method was 
used to “elicit a greater understanding of embodiment in 
relation to singing” (p. 488). He found that engaging the 
entire body in the singing process and being aware of the 
body gave the students a greater perception of connection 
to the music and their own singing (Paparo, 2016).

Effects of Movement
Movement’s unique link to music has been explored in 
research. In a study by Maróti et al. (2019), the Kodály 
method was used to determine if sensorimotor entrain-
ment was encouraged by movement instruction. Two 

types of movement instruction were used as treatments, 
one using predefined movements and the other using free 
movement. After 8 months of instruction, the results indi-
cated that predefined movement and free movement cor-
related to different aspects of cognitive function and music 
discrimination. Entrainment-based methods showed sig-
nificant improvement when compared with singing-based 
methods in the areas of pitch discrimination, working 
memory, phonological processing, and verbal skills, while 
singing-based methods improved executive function skills 
more than sensorimotor entrainment (Maróti et al., 2019). 
Movement has also been shown to have advantageous 
effects on steady beat training (Conway et al., 2014). 
Steady beat movement training has also been contrasted 
with fluid movement training, the latter having positive 
effects on the perceived vocal tone quality of children’s 
singing (Newell, 2013).

Music and movement can be combined to make 
abstract concepts concrete for singers. Irrgang and 
Egermann (2016) postulated that movement inspired by 
music could be used to measure music emotion. The 
movement inspired by music was found to relate to the 
emotion evoked by the music. Using a computer program 
that generated matched examples of music and move-
ment, other researchers found that emotion, music, and 
movement were related to one another (Sievers et al., 
2013). Unique features were evident in each emotion’s 
expression in both movement and music. The research 
used participants in the United States and an isolated vil-
lage in Cambodia and found that there was a common 
structure and understanding of these concepts across cul-
tures (Sievers et al., 2013). Wis (1993) found that move-
ment activities in the choral rehearsal were effective in 
communicating expressive intent and may better capture 
the aspects of music that are difficult to express with 
words functioning as a physical metaphor. Together, these 
results suggest that the connections between movement 
and music are universal and this connection provides 
opportunity for the energy of naturally occurring body 
movements to be transferred to singing activities. 
Movement as a physical metaphor can provide a way for 
singers to create specific connections to concepts other-
wise ineffable.

Movement in the Choral Rehearsal
Movement can be used as a rehearsal tool to illustrate 
music and expressive concepts, to demonstrate technique 
ideas in vocal warm-up, and to enhance performance. 
Clapping and moving the body to a beat can illustrate 
rhythmic concepts. Students may use other physical 
movements to illustrate phrases or motives. Movement 
has been found to naturally lend itself to working with 
complicated rhythmic patterns (Hylton, 1987). Many 
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anecdotal examples have existed of the power of incorpo-
rating movement into rehearsal for expressive purpose 
(Jost, 2011).

Hibbard (1994) used qualitative research techniques to 
examine the use of movement in choral rehearsals. She 
observed a well-known master choral conductor and 
began to identify how he used movement in rehearsal and 
what the purpose behind each movement was. LMA was 
used to describe the movements the conductor modelled 
and that the choir then imitated. She found that specific 
movements, performed accurately were effective when 
they expressed the conductor’s intent. Hibbard also found 
that student engagement was increased when movement 
was used.

The use of movement has been further studied in an 
analysis of the rehearsal techniques of three choral peda-
gogues known for their successful use of movement. The 
rehearsal techniques of Janet Galván, Therees Hibbard, 
and Sandra Snow all incorporated movement activities in 
a variety of ways (Benson, 2011). All three conductors 
believed they were engaging their singers in a “whole-
body approach to music-making” (Benson, 2011, p. viii). 
The students of these conductors reported that movement 
in the rehearsal process gave them an increased under-
standing of the music, improved their connection to the 
music and each other, improved the choral sound, and 
positively affected their engagement in the rehearsal pro-
cess (Benson, 2011).

In one study, the use of expressive movement in mid-
dle school choral rehearsals had a positive effect not only 
on perceptions of performance, but it also aided in build-
ing community and relationships between students and 
between teacher and student (Manganello, 2011). Student 
engagement was also reported to be increased when 
movement was used. Interestingly, though positive out-
comes were found in student perception, these perceived 
differences did not always transfer to a difference in per-
ception by listeners.

Gesture: Movement With Meaning 
for Conductors and Singers

Intentional Movement
A gesture is intentional movement. It is tied to a concrete 
thought and conveys information. “When movements 
are representations, they have the power to influence 
communication, learning, and cognition” (Novack et al., 
2016, p. 339). Gestures can be employed by conductors 
to communicate expressive or technical information 
while leading an ensemble. Ensemble participants can 
also employ gesture in the rehearsal process to illustrate 
a variety of music concepts.

Conducting as a Gestural Art
Gestures have specific meaning in the vocabulary of 
conducting—for example, a cutoff/stop gesture or the 
indication to perform quietly or loudly. The conducting 
pattern illustrates the inner pulse and inspires a neural 
and kinesthetic response in the performer (Kumar & 
Morrison, 2016). Gesture, in the conductor’s context, 
has been described as a communicative skill that estab-
lishes leadership and generates a complete experience 
(Durrant, 2009). The conductor’s gestural performance is 
a separate entity from the sound performance of the 
ensemble.

A gesture depicting music meaning is an area that is 
still understood phenomenologically, more than empiri-
cally. Koch (2003) coined the term “motion theory” (p. 4) 
to define the concrete aspects of conducting gesture that 
can be examined and explained. There are three levels of 
motion theory: syntactic, functional, and descriptive. The 
syntactic level refers to meaningful relationships between 
gesture and that which it is referencing (i.e., the sound, 
the score, or the ensemble). The functional level relates 
gesture symbolically to sound, as opposed to literally as 
syntactic. The descriptive level describes and conceptual-
izes the gesture itself.

Research has taken place on some specific conducting 
gestures. Mann (2014) examined gesture height, specifi-
cally the placement of the horizontal gestural plane at a 
level between clavicle and chin or navel and the bottom 
of the ribcage, and its effect on acoustic properties of the 
vocal sound and singers’ perceptions of the gesture on 
singing. The results indicated that there were few measur-
able effects due to gesture height and little change 
reported by an expert panel of listeners. However, the 
singers reported significant differences in their percep-
tions (Mann, 2014). Fulberth (2003) found that left hand 
flowing gestures were rated to produce significantly less 
tension than the other gesture conditions examined.

Traditional conducting beat patterns have also been 
investigated. Beat patterns have been used by conductors 
to indicate the rhythmic pulse for the ensemble (Luck & 
Nte, 2008). The standard patterns have been contrasted 
with other gestures. In one study (Grady, 2014), a choir 
responded to three different right-hand conducting stim-
uli: traditional conducting pattern, vertical-only gesture, 
and lateral-only gesture. The choir performed with the 
best intonation on the vertical gesture and with the worst 
intonation on the lateral gesture. An expert panel and the 
singers themselves indicated preference for the vertical 
gesture (Grady, 2014).

Conducting has also been considered to be a form 
of nonverbal communication (Van Weelden, 2002). 
Understanding nonverbal communication has enormous 
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implications on the practice of conducting. Mathers (2009) 
explained that the declamatory mode, corrective mode, and 
narrative mode are three types of nonverbal communica-
tion. The conductor uses the corrective mode (i.e., the beat 
pattern) to solve problems. It is the corrective mode that is 
taught first to beginning conductors and provides the most 
basic music information. The declamatory mode and the 
narrative mode of nonverbal communication serve more 
expressive purposes, with the declamatory mode emphasiz-
ing illustrators and affect displays and the narrative mode 
being accessed by regulators and affect displays. Many 
conductors surveyed expressed discomfort with using ges-
tures in the declamatory and narrative modes (Mathers, 
2009). Van Weelden (2002) urged conductors to be aware 
of nonverbal behaviors while in front of an ensemble. 
Ensemble participants may have biases against certain 
types of behaviors and nonverbal presentation by the con-
ductor can influence the ensemble’s response.

Gestures can also have unintended consequences. 
Manternach (2012), for example, examined the effect of 
conducting gesture on extraneous head and shoulder 
movement in singers. He found that the singers mirrored 
the head and shoulder movement of the conductor. A 
downward moving gesture was found to increase undesir-
able shoulder movement. Other research has shown that 
gestures may not be the most effective tool for communi-
cating in the rehearsal realm. Nápoles (2014) found that 
participants responded best to dynamics that were 
explained with verbal instructions, rather than shown 
with gestures. Awareness of these factors limiting the 
effectiveness of gesture is essential for practitioners.

The expressive magnitude of conducting gestures can 
also positively influence the perception of an ensemble’s 
performance. Research has shown that there is a signifi-
cant difference in the ratings of performances conducted 
with expressive gestures as opposed to strict gestures. 
This was true when the participants heard only audio, 
saw the conductor from the back, or saw the conductor 
from the front (Nápoles, 2013). Another study found that 
listeners associated gesture with music content, indicat-
ing that visual components influenced listener percep-
tion of quality (Kumar & Morrison, 2016). Research has 
also shown that conductors with larger affect and gesture 
had a positive effect on the ratings their ensemble 
received (Morrison et al., 2014).

Cataloging Gestures and Their Meanings
Continuing technological advancements have aided 
researchers in examining the actual physics of the con-
ducting gesture. Using newly created computer programs, 
three-dimensional renderings of conductors have been 
created (Luck & Nte, 2008). These renderings allow for 
greater control over what aspects of the gesture are shown 

to the participants. Luck and Nte found that the physical 
mechanics of the gesture had little effect on how they 
were perceived by ensemble singers. Motion capture has 
been used to help further quantify the specific mechanics 
of gesture. In one study by Bishop and Goebl (2018), the 
researchers used this technology to analyze the head nod 
gesture used to cue other instrumentalists in an uncon-
ducted ensemble. The physics of the clarity of the beat 
presentation were examined. Both smoothness and a 
larger magnitude of gesture were found to be more effec-
tive, as well as the experience of the musician doing the 
cuing (Bishop & Goebl, 2018).

Billingham (2011) defined conducting gestures by their 
stylistic function. The gestures were created in consulta-
tion with an expert in Laban Movement Theory and were 
based on Laban’s Eight Effort Elements in Combination: 
Float, Wring, Glide, Press, Flick, Dab, Slash, and Punch. A 
collegiate-level choir gave feedback about the eight 
defined gestures and further refining was done. When the 
gestures were evaluated, six of the newly created gestures 
were deemed to be successful: those based on Float, Punch, 
Glide, Dab, Flick, and Press.

Gesture in the Choral Rehearsal
Expanding on the work of Hibbard (1994) and Wis 
(1993), Chagnon (2001) further developed and defined 
the catalogue of movements and their purpose, trans-
forming them into intentional gestures. He found that 
there were three general ways in which gestures were 
used by conductors in choral rehearsals. The first was 
integrating gestures into rehearsal and making transfers 
between those gestures and music expression concepts. 
The conductor demonstrated the selected gesture, and the 
ensemble singers repeated the gesture. These gestures 
were then incorporated into the conducting gesture to 
elicit a response in performance. The second method inte-
grated conductor-modelled/singer-reproduced gestures 
almost purely as a tool of vocal technique. Gestures were 
used primarily to relate to posture, vowel formation, and 
projection. The third approach emphasized the singers as 
expressive partners in music making. Singers used move-
ments, inspired by the Dalcroze method, to relate to the 
music’s text and structure in an improvisational manner. 
The ways in which gesture can be used are limited only 
by the imagination of the singer.

Outcomes of Specific Gestures
Employing specifically designed gestures in rehearsal and 
warm-up can have significant positive effects for singers. 
A wide variety of gestures can be used in the choral class-
room. These gestures can be used to facilitate expression, 
articulation, and a host of other music concerns. Singers 
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have been found to be more on-task when using move-
ment activities (Hibbard, 1994; Peterson, 2000). Gesture 
activity participation and magnitude could also be used as 
a form of assessment.

Brunkan (2015) sought to examine the effects of three 
specific gestures on singers’ perceptions of their own per-
formance and attention and experts’ opinions of the pleas-
antness of the vocal quality using a CRDI. The selected 
gestures were (a) a low, circular arm gesture; (b) a point-
ing gesture; and (c) an arched hand gesture. The acoustic 
elements of amplitude, formant frequency, and funda-
mental frequency (F0) were also measured for both con-
ditions. Results indicated that there were significant 
changes to the acoustical properties of the individual par-
ticipant’s vocal production, including positive effects on 
intonation with all three gesture treatments. The low cir-
cles and arched hand gesture resulted in lowered formant 
frequency in most participants. The low circles and point-
ing gesture resulted in increased amplitude, while the 
arched hand resulted in lowered amplitude (Brunkan, 
2015). In a study using motion capture, Brunkan (2016) 
found that the low, circular arm gesture improved pitch 
accuracy, as well as singer perception of tone and produc-
tion. In another study examining circular gesture, 
Coffman (2018) examined choirs that performed with cir-
cular hand gestures at a high and low position and 
reported differences in individual and overall choral 
sound with the gestures. An expert panel did not perceive 
the performances with hand gesture to be of higher qual-
ity than those without hand gestures (Coffman, 2018).

In a series of three studies based in Taiwan using pri-
mary school children, researchers examined the effects of 
gesture in a variety of formats. In the first study, Liao and 
Davidson (2007) explored the links between gesture and 
singing using Dalcrozian mirror and follow games. 
Functions of gesture were revealed to be focus, guidance, 
support, good intonation, and sensation. In the second 
study, 5- and 6-year-old children were taught gestures to 
accompany tonal patterns to determine whether their 
pitch accuracy would improve (Liao, 2008). Liao found 
there was an immediate improvement in pitch accuracy, 
suggesting that gestures provide a kinesthetic sense of 
motion that can aid in accurate singing.

Intersections of Movement and Gesture
Liao and Davidson (2015) used gesture and movement 
training in combination to examine their effect on chil-
dren’s singing intonation in the third study. Specific ges-
tures, created in consultation with Dalcroze masters, were 
created for five vocalizes. The movement training was 
also inspired by Dalcroze. The gestures alone had a sig-
nificant effect, but the combination of movement and 
gesture was more powerful and had a significant effect on 

intonation, particularly in more complicated exercises 
(Liao & Davidson, 2015).

Discussion

Summary
It is clear from previous research that there is an indelible 
relationship between movement and its impact on sing-
ing, whether it is movement meant to inspire music 
expression and precise performance or movement meant 
to aid singers in understanding abstract concepts of vocal 
technique or emotional expression. Movement in the 
rehearsal process has been found to create lasting social 
connections in the ensemble and cognitive links in the 
individuals in the ensemble. These connections are a sig-
nificant factor in rehearsal engagement for many ensem-
ble musicians. Music and movement have been found to 
be mirrors for representing emotional concepts that are 
outside the realm of speech. Durrant (2009) explained, 
“Music and physical gestures are two very different sym-
bolic modes, each used for artistic expression. How one is 
translated into the other is a complex action, processed 
cognitively and emotionally” (p. 329).

Applications
The links between movement/gesture and positive per-
ceptual outcomes for singers and conductors in rehearsal 
and performance are just beginning to be explored. The 
current research available has indicated that the use of 
gestures and movement in choral rehearsals tend to 
increase singer engagement. Singers have been found to 
perceive that gestures assist them in achieving not only 
improved vocal quality (Benson, 2011; Brunkan, 2015, 
2016; Mann, 2014) but also in linking together music and 
emotional expression (Wis, 1993).

For the in-service music educator, incorporating 
movement into rehearsals could have positive effects. 
Observable outcomes of the use of movement and gesture 
in rehearsal might include the following: increased stu-
dent engagement; improvements in pitch, intonation, and 
rhythmic entrainment; improvements in cognitive skills 
and executive function skills; increased expressive com-
mitment and attentiveness in performance; and aware-
ness of and attentiveness to the conductor’s gestural 
performance as a means of communicating expressive 
and music content. For example, the use of a specific ges-
ture tied to a vocal technique concept in warm-up, can 
then be related to a challenging technique area in reper-
toire, and then incorporated into the conducting gesture in 
performance. Creating these links establishes a way for 
the ensemble member to transfer the concept effectively 
through a variety of contexts.
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Another application of this research is the social 
engagement element that these activities bring to the 
ensemble member. Perhaps this sense of community is 
built by participating in common gesture, not unlike tribal 
communal dances. Participation with the group can 
strengthen ensemble bonds and create a sense of belong-
ing. Additionally, there is a vulnerability in allowing oth-
ers to witness individual expressive movement. The 
conductor’s establishment of a safe place to participate in 
movement can be an important aspect, as well as an addi-
tional creator of community.

The relationships between music, movement, and 
emotion have also been explored in research. The linking 
of these three elements has been shown to exist in the 
experiences of humans from a variety of cultural back-
grounds (Sievers et al., 2013). The ability to use move-
ment and music to express an emotion or an idea that 
cannot be expressed through language alone is unique. 
Understanding and defining these communicative aspects 
has great potential power in the area of artistic expres-
sion, as well as educational implications. The use of 
abstract movement (e.g., developing a gesture that signi-
fies a sforzando-piano-crescendo) may give singers and 
conductors a tool to aid in uncovering expressive ele-
ments of repertoire. While exploring these connections, 
ensemble members might be asked to create their own 
movements to represent certain expressive passages, to 
observe how movement represents emotional ideas in 
other art forms, or to allow their bodies to move freely to 
the music during rehearsal and performance.

Therefore, choral directors should examine their use 
of movement in rehearsal, taking into consideration their 
pedagogical intention, their own comfort with move-
ment, and the ensemble’s comfort with movement. 
Integrating movement and gesture into rehearsals has 
been shown to be preferred by ensemble singers in its 
role in illuminating expressive concepts and building 
social bonds. Measurable results, music and expressive, 
have been noted. One key element is the thoughtful 
design and implementation of the movement and ges-
tures into the rehearsal. This would imply that training, 
perhaps in the theories of Dalcroze and Laban, would aid 
teachers in a better understanding of not only their own 
gestures as conductors but as creators and teachers of 
movement and gesture. Designers of curricula for music 
teacher preparation programs may wish to examine how 
movement is incorporated into their programs to better 
prepare students to implement movement concepts in 
their teaching.

The use of specific gestures to communicate music 
concepts and expressive ideas is the synthesis of move-
ment’s positive effects on singers and its strong ties to 
emotional expression. Using sophisticated nonverbal 
forms of communication is necessary for conductors of 

all experience levels. The conducting gesture should 
communicate music and aesthetic ideas clearly and effi-
ciently. Training in movement has been shown to have 
value for conductors and singers, and a vocabulary of 
meaningful gestures has begun to develop. This gesture 
vocabulary could be an excellent resource for beginning 
conductors. The creation of a communal gestural lan-
guage that conductors and singers could understand and 
use to communicate music concepts more effectively 
could result.

Future Research
Further research is needed in these areas. With regard to 
movement, research has shown that there are observed 
benefits due to movement in music curricula. Many gen-
eral music curricula in the primary grades are influenced 
by pedagogues who promoted movement (e.g., Dalcroze, 
Kodály, and Orff), including structured and free move-
ment activities in their methodologies. Additional 
research on the effects of movement in choral and instru-
mental settings at the secondary level would be beneficial 
for music educators. A study of teachers’ and students’ 
attitudes toward movement instruction in secondary 
music classrooms would be a potential area for further 
inquiry.

Many of the perceptions about movement and gesture 
revealed through qualitative and descriptive research 
could now be better analyzed experimentally using new 
technology. Gesture libraries could be created that cata-
logue research-verified gestures that have been shown to 
have positive effects on a specific technical or expressive 
concern. Continued research in these areas will be helpful 
to music educators in understanding movement and its 
effects on music learning.
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A Whole-Body Approach to
Choral Teaching and Learning:
Dalcroze Eurhythmies in Action
in the Choral Context
Caron Daley

Abstract: In this column, guest author Caron Daley explores the
connections between the work of Emile-Jacques Dalcroze and
the choral rehearsal. Many of us are familiar with eurhythmies,
the use movement which is part of Dalcroze's approach, but we
may not be fully aware that Dalcroze believed that the body it-
self is an instrument. In a rehearsal, therefore, singers do not
use only their voices to make music, but their entire bodies. Ms.
Daley, who is active in the Dalcroze Society as well as being a
choral conductor, is writing her doctoral dissertation on this
topic. What follows is a concise introduction to the concept of
whole-body musical exploration in the choral rehearsal.

What is the instrument of the choral ensemble? Is it the voice,
or the collection of voices? If yes, then we as choral conductors
are primarily engaged with voice building, and the project of
bringing unique and variously trained voices into a cohesive and
artistically satisfying unity. Or is it the mind? Do we appeal to
choristers' senses of reason, calculation or imagination? Or per-
haps it is the eye, to aid in music literacy, or the ear, to audiate
the pitch? What about the body, and the person, and the social
and cultural context?

Perhaps the most apt description of the choral instrument
adopts a holistic view, with the instrument as a whole-body entity:
mind, ear, voice, corporeality, personhood, and individual and col-
lective experience. If this is the case, what pedagogies capture the
capabilities of the whole body as it relates to choral singing?

Over a century ago, Emile Jaques-Dalcroze (1865-1950),
Swiss pedagogue, ethnomusicologist, composer, conductor, and
humanist, addressed this exact issue, and the implications of his
educational approach continue to resonate in a variety of mu-
sical circles today. Jaques-Dalcroze believed that music educa-
tion had lost its connection to the key qualities of exceptional
musicianship - qualities such as ease, flow, nuance, intuition and
individuality. He noted this disparity amongst his students at
the Geneva Conservatory. They were technically proficient, but
lacked aural and physical awareness and expressivity. These
faults in musicianship prevented their musical intentions from

aligning with their performance realizations and limited their
emotional connection to the music (Becknell, 1970).

Jaques-Dalcroze termed this problem arrhythm, and pro-
posed the body as its solution. As the primary instrument of mu-
sical instruction, the body was the missing link in musical
perception, emotion and cognition. In 1898 he wrote:

I look forward to a system of musical education in
which the body itself shall play the role of intermediary
between sounds and thought, becoming in time the di-
rect medium of our feeling - aural sensations being re-
inforced by all those called into being by the multiple
agents of vibration and resonance lying dormant in our
bodies; the breathing system punctuating the rhythms
of words, muscular dynamics interpreting those dic-
tated by musical emotions. The child will thus be
taught at school not only to sing, listen carefully, and
keep time, but also to move and think accurately and
rhythmically. That would constitute at once instruction
in rhythm, and education by rhythm. (1921, p. 8)
With the opportunity to feel the weight of a quarter note,

walk the moving trajectory of a melody, and embody the tension
of a crescendo, students began to build a personal repertoire of
physical responses related to sound. Jaques-Dalcroze eschewed
theoretical abstractions, and insisted that musical concepts be felt,
experienced, and situated before they were analyzed. This rever-
sal of the brain-body equation does more than simply increase
sensorimotor inputs. In a Dalcroze class, the body is thinking-in-
action, responding to sound, improvising solutions, and making
interpretive decisions long before a musical score is referenced.

Despite the century gap between Jaques-Dalcroze's origi-
nal writings and today, the notion of whole-body teaching and
learning continues to be highly relevant to the field of choral
pedagogy. According to Benson, choral directors have been
using movement to build on the work of Emile Jaques-Dalcroze
since the 1950s and 1960s (2011, p. 11). In his 1968 book.
Choral Directing, Wilhelm Ehmann, a student of Jaques-Dal-
croze, offers a multi-dimensional look at the uses of Dalcroze
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In a Dalcroze class, the body is
thinking-in-action, responding

to sound, improvising solutions,
and making interpretive decisions

long before a musical score
is referenced.

philosophy and pedagogy in the choral context. Ehmann calls
choral singers "dancers on the spot," and the conductor, the
"leader of the dance" (p. 2, p. 78). A number of more recent
studies have analyzed exemplary conductors' use of movement
in the choral rehearsal (Benson, 2011; Chagnon, 2001; Hibbard,
1994; Manganello, 2011; Wis, 1993), while a host of articles
have proposed practical body-based techniques, including tech-
niques that are inimitably Dalcrozian (Apfelstadt, 1985; Crosby,
2008; Gordon, 1975; Henke, 1984; Hylton, 1987).

In practical terms, what might a Dalcroze approach to
choral teaching and learning look like? A primary emphasis
would be on developing intense aural and kinesthetic awareness
and coordination, with the goal of converting subconscious pro-
prioceptive feedback (information regarding body's position, di-
rection, weight, balance) into conscious and reflective physical
practice (Schnebly-Black & Moore, 1997,28). Rehearsals might
begin with a quick reaction activity, e.g. inhale when the music
ascends (improvised from the piano) and exhale when the music
descends (at irregular intervals). Or, choristers might be asked to
practice a passage with "inner-singing" (silent singing). In order
to promote reflective singer involvement, a common question
might be, "How would you like the final chord to sound?" Cho-
risters would then sing an answer.

In addressing choral tone, a Dalcroze approach views the
voice as a parameter of whole-body coordination. If a vocal
technical issue arises in the choral rehearsal, the conductor
might suggest a physical solution, such as, "Feel the continuous
motion in your body as you walk in a slow tempo. Let's use that
same sensation to connect the notes of the vocal line." Jaques-
Dalcroze suggested that movement training should precede
vocal training:

Once rhythm is awakened in body and brain, i.e. when
all sensation is ready to become thought and feehng,
the child is taught to blend his [her] movements with
those of sound, to transpose the rhythms maintained
by the whole body into rhythms maintained by the
voice. He [she] learns to translate images of movement
into images of sound." (1930, p. 113)
A significant hallmark of the Dalcroze approach is that the

whole body is always engaged in a direct conversation with the
music. It matters less what the exact repertoire may be, and more
how the music is used to teach the body, and vice versa, the body
to teach the music. For example, choristers may be asked to
"paint" the shape of the music while singing. If a particular

rhythmic motive lacks precision, a gesture may be developed to
vivify the specific quality of that rhythmic motive. On a larger
scale, group choreography may be created to identify structural
movement in the score, or to aid in memorization. An essential
assumption is that musical notation cannot fully capture the na-
ture of musical experience: "Musical thought is the result of a
state of emotion, and a musical "score" may record this emo-
tion" (Jaques-Dalcroze, 1921, p. 105). Conductors using the Dal-
croze approach model demonstrate through their own bodies
how the music has moved them, and subsequently extract aural
and kinesthetic experiences for the choir that relate directly to
the motion/emotion in the chosen repertoire.

In a recent rehearsal, I adopted a Dalcroze-based strategy
to teach the opening few measures of René Clausen's "All that
hath life and breath, praise ye the Lord". In our first reading of
the work, I immediately heard that the choristers lacked a men-
tal and physical framework for the composer's use of non-dia-
tonic parallel and contrary motion whole-tones. Intonation was
problematic, and the rapid changes in direction in the music
were mentally and vocally confusing. I asked the choir to put
their music aside and simply pop their hands up when they
heard the chords changing direction. Next, I asked them to step
outwards from our circle when they heard the chord expand,
and step inwards when they heard the chord contract. When I
sounded the Eb major chord in the third measure, one student
naturally jumped backwards, indicating this chord was both
further away and a greater departure tonally. We all tried it. I
then asked the choristers to hum any note in each chord as I
played the sequence, and to step in and out of our circle ac-
cordingly. We experimented with this activity for a few minutes.
When we returned to the score, the choristers had only to con-
nect visually with the member of the chord they were assigned
to sing. The passage was already completely understood, tuned,
and vibrant. In the span of about ten minutes, we had secured
the pitch, rhythm and interpretation of this opening passage, a
task that might have taken repeated rehearsals with a singularly
visual and cognitive approach.

As a conductor, I find this approach nourishing, and never
threatening. I am happiest when the choristers are involved in a
conversation with the music. Musically, we always discover
something fascinating about the score - a sense of nuance, story,
and expression emerge as we play with the elements of time-
space-energy that Dalcroze put at the center of the musical com-
positional equation. Not to mention, body-based learning
expedites our rehearsal process and invigorates our practice time.

Rehearsals might begin with a
quick reaction activity, e.g. inhale

when the music ascends
(improvised from the piano)

and exhale when the
music descends
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I am happiest when the
choristers are involved in a

conversation with the music

If the whole body is the instrument of the choral ensemhle,
then the ear is as much the instrument as the voice, the voice as
much as the heart, and the actions of the toes just might impact
the choral sound. Through the engagement of the whole body,
Dalcroze techniques promote a teaching and learning environ-
ment where expressive and engaging music making can occur
from the first rehearsal all the way to the concert stage. Eor
more information about Dalcroze Eurhythmies, including certi-
fication in Canada, visit www.dalcrozecanada.com
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composing matters

New Sounds of Learning Project:
Composing Educational
Music Update
B. W. Andrews

Abstract: Research on the New Music for Young Musicians
Project confirmed that across Canada, there is a limited amount
of new music composed for young musicians. It also demon-
strated that composers do not receive training in their university
programs in this area and there were few commissions available
to compose educational music (Andrews, 2004a, 2004b, 2006,
2007). In a previous article published in 2009 in the Canadian
Music Educator, 51 (2), 11-13, entitled New Sounds of Learn-
ing: Composing educational music, the impetus for the study,
its purpose and the early years of its implementation were out-
lined. In a subsequent article in 2010 in the Canadian Music
Educator, 52 (1), 29-31, entitled Help! I need some bodies!, the

All Saints H, S. Concert i • . i- i Í : , , : I I J L J D I - - , i . i t.nones at Si, Brigid's Centre ior the Arts and
Humanities, Ottawa, Ontario, Amy Talarico, Music Director, June 4th, 2009.

Music Complexity Chart (MC^) on the characteristics of levels
of difficulty in educational music was introduced. This article
updates the most recent progress of the project and details the
premieres of new string and wind works for young musicians.

The New Sounds of Learning Project is partnered with the On-
tario Region of the Canadian Music Centre (CMC) and the Stu-
dent Success Department of the Ottawa Catholic School Board.
The Canadian Music Centre raised funds from the Ministry of
Education/Ministry of Culture Arts Education Partnership,
which is administered by the Ontario Arts Eoundation, to com-
mission eight new string works for young musicians by its com-
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